"If you'd like to experience a living combination of Spaulding Gray,
Rumi, Jack Kerouac, Robin Williams, Shel Silverstien, Michael Talbot
and Thich Nhat Hanh- you owe it to yourself to see Dreaming
Bear." Frank Marino ~Elevate Films~
"DreamingBear is the best conscious orator on the planet. His love spells
magically open the heart!" ~Mark Victor Hansen, co-creator,
Chicken Soup for the Soul
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DreamingBear is an award-winning author of eight books, & stand-up
philosopher whose transformational insights have inspired audiences at
venues around the globe including Return of the Ancestors Gathering of N.
American tribal elders, The Alchemy Conference, & numerous music and
arts festivals including Harmony, New Living Expo, colleges & universities,
spiritual centers of all faiths.
DreamingBear’s Modern Shamanism Playshop focuses on scientifically based
eco-advocacy & re-emersion in the natural world, complete with indigenous
teachings on vision quests, personal medicine journeys, & learning to speak
the language of nature. Neo-shamanism will be the prelude to
transformative conscious re-patterning. Discover your hidden power
through communion with the trees, transcendental meditation, yoga, sound
healing, inter-species communication experiences with our extended earth
family.
•Receive the shamanic initiation of a lifetime. Through the empowered use
of essential flower essences, sound healing therapy, shamanic drumming,
native flute music, and the creation of power items for the clearing of
“karmic cobwebs.
•Acquire a working understanding of how to craft your own shamanic tools
& ways to infuse the inanimate with Mana (personal power) in modern day
settings.
•Learn the proper use of entheogens & their role in ceremonial
advancement of the shamanic initiate, then participate in a native re-naming
ceremony, soul retrieval ritual, & lifestyle practices of successful practicing
shamans.
•Be inspired to re-connect to your amakua (animal spirit guides) through
shamanic chants, artistic expression, tribal dance & movement, through the
synthesis of science & ancestral wisdoms.
Examples of playshop activities include group shamanic drumming, lucid
dream exercises, artifact creation, re-naming ceremony, spirit guide
invocation, tribal dance/vocalization & singing, tools for shamanic activation.

